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OpenAIRE guidelines - What comes next?
OpenAIRE Literature Guidelines v4: 
• More granularity and flexibility regarding metadata coverage and 
extensions 
• Keep following established standards 
• PIDs for publications, authors & contributors, funder and other 
organizations 
• Update of controlled vocabularies for resource types, subject headings 
& classifications, access rights, license information 
• Location of fulltext files 
• … 
OpenAIRE Guidelines for CRIS Managers (with EuroCRIS) 
• Enable Application Profiles for CERIF-XML 
• Update CERIF Semantic Vocabulary 
• Improve feasibility of aggregation of CERIF entities
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Building Blocks
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vocabularies
• Controlled Vocabularies 
• Fulltext Location
• Author Identifiers 
• Funder Identifiers 
• Bibliographic Citation 
Implementation objectives
•COAR Resource Types and Access Rights vocabularies are 
build on and extend the vocabulary terms from “info:eu-
repo” 
•COAR Vocabularies replace the way how “info:eu-repo” 
terms were encoded in the metadata guidelines 
• by linked data compatible machine readable PURLs 
• by human readable labels with multiple language support 
•COAR Vocabularies are generated as SKOS RDF-XML Files 
• requires transformation to use them in XML Schema based 
metadata guidelines
Utilize COAR Vocabularies in XML metadata
● transform concepts from SKOS into XML Schema 
○ xs:enumeration elements take the concept URIs as values
SKOS -> XML-Schema pipeline for the CRIS 
Guidelines
1.generate XML schema from the 
SKOS representation 
2.(optionally, but required for 
CRIS-CERIF) split the Resource 
Type concepts to have separated 
types for the CERIF-entities 
3.Publication, Patent and Product
How to encode the concepts in the metadata 
fields?
● provide pairs of the concept-URI and corresponding labels in desired 
languages 
● work in progress: 
○ the CERIF-CRIS Guidelines: https://github.com/openaire/guidelines-cris-managers 
○ the Literature Guidelines: https://gitlab.ub.uni-bielefeld.de/openaire/lit_guidelines_v4_preview 
Application Profile Preview
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Example
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